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I. The rise and risks of unregulated stem cell clinics
Within emerging fields of medicine, few are as exciting, complex, and promising as regenerative medicine through stem cells. Researchers are investigating the potential for stem cells to address perennially challenging issues through organ regrowth, spinal cord repair, and damaged tissue regeneration (Office of the Commissioner 2019a). FDA approved clinical trials are required to ensure that new medical interventions are safe, efficacious, and improve patients' health (21 U.S.C. 356 § 506(g)). The clinical trials approval process occurs in a series of sequential stages to assess safety, optimize
treatment, experimentally verify efficacy, and identify potential risks. To date, the FDA has only approved stem cell therapies for use in therapeutic bone marrow transplants (Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research 2019).

Despite the lack of FDA approval, the allure of profits from stem cell therapies has sparked a growing industry of DTC clinics that advertise and provide non-FDA approved therapies. These clinics often employ predatory practices by targeting patients with chronic or severe conditions that have complex or multifactorial etiologies for which conventional, evidence-based therapy options may have run out (Frow et al. 2019) such as cancer, hepatitis, neurodegeneration and vision loss (Kimbre and Lanza 2020). Insurance companies typically will not cover non-FDA approved treatments, leading to crowdfunding campaigns by desperate patients (Snyder, Turner, and Crooks 2018), which result in individuals paying anywhere from $2,500 to over $50,000 for non-regulated stem cell injection (P. Knoepfler 2019). Moreover, unregulated treatments performed by these facilities have led to medical malpractice and harm to patients, such as induced blindness due to negligent cell-handling practices and a tumor from directly injecting cells into the spine (Kuriyan et al. 2017).

Without a rigorous clinical trial process, premature use of stem cell technology puts the patients’ health at risk while leaving the potential benefits from stem cell treatments unconfirmed. DTC clinics mislead the public by portraying their treatments as less risky compared to the uncertainty of clinical trials or other treatments (Snyder, Turner, and Crooks 2018). But as the malpractice shows, premature use of stem cell technology without regulation or follow up care puts the patients’ health at even more risk. DTC clinics have falsely claimed that if the stem cells are a patients’ own, FDA approval is not required, along with numerous false and/or misleading claims that their products are approved to treat serious and life threatening diseases (Office of the Commissioner 2019b). The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has successfully sued companies for this type of misrepresentation (Federal Trade Commission 2018), but companies continue to advertise such claims. While promising research shows stem cells may treat cancer, diabetes, macular degeneration, Parkinson’s, and much more (Kimbre and Lanza 2020), these treatments are not yet fully developed nor FDA-approved and are inherently more risky. DTC clinics and their practices risk causing distrust of legitimate stem cell clinical trials and healthcare providers, while financially harming vulnerable patients (P. Knoepfler 2015).

DTC clinics also attempt to avoid medical facility regulation. Healthcare facilities are typically licensed and monitored by a state’s department of health to meet standard levels of care through inspections, on-site surveys, and complaint investigations (“The Future of Public Health” 1988, Gostin et al. 1999). But DTC clinics attempt to legally insulate themselves by co-locating with other healthcare facilities to avoid registering with the state, making monitoring and regulation difficult at both state and federal levels (Frow et al. 2019). Florida has proposed laws to eliminate these legal grey areas and bring DTC clinics under the jurisdiction of state departments of health, requiring any businesses providing non-embryonic stem cells to register as health care clinics (“Senate Bill 512 (2020) - The Florida Senate” n.d.). However, no concerted effort to increase state oversight among all states exists as of this writing.

II. Existing regulations and precedents on stem cell therapies
The FDA is the primary federal body that regulates regenerative medicine, stem cell therapies, and clinical trials. These powers are endowed through the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 356 § 506(g)), the Public Health Safety Act (42 U.S.C. 262 § 351), and the 21st Century Cures Act (Pub. L. 114-255, 130 Stat. 1033). The FDA reviews new stem cell treatment submissions as Investigational New Drugs (IND) (Fink 2009). The FTC also affects DTC stem cell clinics as it oversees misleading marketing and advertising (15 U.S.C. §§ 45(a) and 52). While the FDA provides guidelines for regenerative medicine programs and expedited treatment approval (Sharpless and Marks, 2019; 21 U.S.C. 356 § 506(g)), these do not translate directly to enforcement power.

Court rulings have been the primary mechanism to enforce authority and set boundaries for stem cell regulation by the FDA (Sharpless and Marks, 2019). In 2012, a court ruled that stem cell therapies are a biological treatment that should be regulated as a drug by the FDA, thereby establishing the agency’s oversight and enforcement authority through law.
rather than solely legal precedent (United States v. Regenerative Sciences, LLC). In 2019, a federal court ruling in United States v. US Stem Cell Clinic, LLC, granted the FDA the ability to prevent a Florida-based DTC clinic from offering treatments shown to be ineffective and potentially harmful (Office of the Commissioner 2019a).

III. Proposed collaborative policy solutions

Although the FDA has announced its intention to increase enforcement against DTC clinics (Office of the Commissioner 2018), it faces inadequate resources and poor talent acquisition and retention in its drug oversight department ("FDA 21st Century Cures Workforce Planning Report to Congress" 2018). Overseeing the large number of non-compliant DTC clinics would add a significant additional burden without additional funding ("FDA's Framework for Regulating Regenerative Medicine Will Improve Oversight" n.d.). In order to prevent DTC clinics from causing harm to potential patients through unregulated treatments, we propose:

1) U.S. Congress appropriates funds to the FDA for registering, regulating, and enforcing DTC clinics in conjunction with state authorities;
2) States pass legislation requiring all DTC clinics, regardless of treatment method, to register with state governments;
3) Federal- and state-level agencies augment their databases of clinics to include those practicing regenerative medicine and stem cell therapies.

i. Overview of proposed solutions

The FDA and FTC are respectively empowered to regulate stem cell products and their advertising at the national level, but enforcement occurs through judicial decisions at the state level. Therefore, we recommend a proactive mix of federal- and state-level actions to better regulate DTC clinics with the aim of preventing malpractice and physical or financial harm to patients (Figure 1).

In this proposed system, the U.S. Congress would appropriate funds to the FDA. The FDA would then distribute the funds, contingent upon states increasing local oversight efforts which are described below. Funding amount would depend on state needs as DTC clinics are not uniformly distributed throughout the states. As of 2016, California and Florida had over fifty clinics each, while nineteen states were home to less than two (Berger et al. 2016).

We recommend increased state regulatory action through laws similar to those proposed in Florida ("Senate Bill 512 (2020) - The Florida Senate" n.d.). Such a bill would require businesses offering any stem cell therapies and products to register with the state’s existing healthcare licensing framework. The law would apply to businesses that are not pursuing FDA-monitored IND research and mandate that the resultant databases be made accessible to the FDA. The goal of such laws is to enable state health departments to track DTC clinics and provide clear legal means by which state authorities can shut down those attempting to skirt regulatory action. Integration of local registration data into federal databases will also enable the FDA to more easily identify non-compliant DTC clinics and coordinate with state health and legal departments for legal action. Similar to current regulatory standards, repercussions for non-compliance should initially be fines levied on non-compliant DTC clinics, but increase in severity to lawsuits and potential probation, suspension, or revocation of healthcare provider licenses by state licensing boards. In this
manner, state governments can address clinics with predatory practices such as advertising false medical claims without relying as heavily on overstretched federal agencies. DTC clinic registration laws alone may prove a deterrent from such practices, resulting in a relatively low-cost public health improvement. This also frees up FDA personnel to focus on high risk providers such as those illegally testing experimental treatments.

**ii. Recommendation 1: U.S. Congressional funding**

As the registration and partial regulation for DTC clinics would occur on the state level, federal funding would be allocated through the FDA to each state’s Department of Health (or equivalent agency) to encourage adoption of FDA recommendations and assist federal regulation. Specifically, we recommend allocating federal funding to establish a formula-project categorical grant (Congressional Research Service, 2019) to states. This grant will provide baseline funding for states to update and administer certification practices (detailed in Recommendation 3) and fund personnel for oversight and enforcement. The funding amount provided to states will increase as the number of registered DTC clinics within a state increases to allow continued oversight of these clinics. Without these financial resources, states may be unlikely to adopt and enact these necessary measures.

**iii. Recommendation 2: State legislation**

State-level legislation should promote patient well-being by allowing state authorities to regulate DTC clinics. Legislation should achieve the following:

- Define the terms relating to obtaining, manufacturing, storing, culturing, dispensing, delivering, and administering adult human non-embryonic stem cells and Human Cells, Tissues, and Cellular and Tissue-Based Products (HCT/P’s);
- Designate that all facilities that administer adult human non-embryonic stem cells to patients and/or clients are healthcare facilities. All healthcare facilities must meet current licensure requirements, and any additional requirements to be provided by the licensing department, or face disciplinary action;
- Require a state’s respective Department of Health (or equivalent licensing body) to include in their licensing a record of the following: whether a health care facility uses adult human non-embryonic stem cells, whether these cells are derived from human tissue from one’s own body, and whether these cells are intended for implantation, transplantation, infusion, or transfer into a human recipient;
- Encourage relevant state departments to establish rules and pursue action such as monitoring advertising, procedures and protocols, incident reporting, informed consent, and recordkeeping consistent with federal regulations.

**iv. Recommendation 3: Database development and augmentation**

States require a licensure application for medical facilities, though their power and scope vary (“The Future of Public Health” 1988, Gostin et al. 1999). Through the grant specified above in Recommendation 1, states will be required to modify these licensure records through the simple addition of a checkbox (or equivalent indicator) to the standard form inquiring if a clinic produces or provides stem cell therapies. This would provide the necessary data for monitoring stem cell facilities to current registries. With this addition, states can track the number and location of DTC clinics without creating an undue burden on either existing healthcare providers or the state’s medical administration infrastructure. The failure of a DTC clinic to register as offering stem cell therapy will result in increased penalties, beginning with fines and potentially resulting in license revocation for staff.

State-level registry data pertaining to DTC clinics should be made public, such that the individual patient has access to make informed health decisions. This would also allow the FDA access for regulatory purposes. Registration data should be placed into an easily accessible and searchable digital format to encourage cooperative enforcement and allocation of further federal funding. This proposed system structure has been shown to be effective by similar programs such as the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (42 U.S.C. § 263a), which ensures consistent regulation of human sample testing across states (Ehrmeyer and Laessig 2004).
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IV. Challenges
One potential challenge of this law is identifying DTC clinics that register as different business types or names to evade scrutiny, as studies of these businesses have shown (Frow et al. 2019). However, state health departments can still identify these newly rebranded businesses and identify if any staff or providers have had previous or on-going employment at a clinic undergoing investigation. Thereby, the state health departments are better equipped to mitigate fraudulent practices. Upon discovery of DTC clinics posing as different wellness businesses, state-level governments can pursue enforcement against these clinics.

Differences in oversight programs across states combined with the nationwide prevalence of DTC clinics will pose a challenge to coordination with federal agencies. States have unequal enforcement capabilities and different burdens of need. Such challenges are unavoidable when merging state and federal efforts. However, an overarching federal program alone is ill-suited to address the issue of harmful DTC clinics because of the variation in needs between each state. For example, a state with dozens of DTC clinics across a variety of medical fields would require a different regulatory process than a state with less than ten clinics. Likewise, a solely state-level program’s jurisdiction is too limited.

We propose that a collaborative effort is more likely to effectively protect patients from DTC clinics and would be the most optimal use of appropriated funds. Funding appropriation will be carried out on the federal level, while enforcement will be carried out on the state level. Federal oversight will also create the DTC database, which states will augment, resulting in effective oversight of DTC clinics.
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